
 

Silk Route  

 
In the fifties, my mother and father  
scoured the bazaars of Kabul for rugs and brass lamps.  
They uprooted two half-grown daughters and a baby  
to follow the Silk Route, live among heathens,  
(according to my grandparents)  
and to sleep in the cradle of Himalayan peaks.  
My father collected stringed instruments  
and their stories. He bartered with shepherds  
and shopkeepers, nomads and soldiers  
for sarangs, tanboors and rubabs.  
He loved their curved and carved woods,  
their mica or bone inlays, loved that they  
were strung with goat gut and stretched with sheep vellum.  
He shipped them home in special boxes  
and they hung polished in each successive house.  
Now, he declines travel and they hang  
dusty on my wall, struts and frets dangling,  
strings in a tangle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

In Exile  

 
Forty years, exiled from our picnics  
in the King’s Gardens,  
from watching Chinese fireworks  
on Now Roz, and eating  
crème cakes at the Spinzar.  
Exiled from a Kabul sky,  
curved and blue as a fired mosque tile,  
or lapis pulled from the hills.  
I miss the noonday cannon  
booming over a crenellated wall,  
and sandaled boys, raising a fine dust,  
running to keep their kites aloft.  
I am a stranger to the Paghmon road,  
to tiny lamb kabobs from the tea house,  
and to cold mountain streams. In exile still,  
from the smell of embroidered sheepskin wet  
with Himalayan snow and from Istallif, famous  
for carved wooden chests, all these unknown to me now.  
I remember bright rugs hung out for sale, silver  
poplars edging the river marking off farmers’ fields,  
and in my sleep I hear braying donkeys, gaudies’  
brass bells, their red wheels, plumed harnesses,  
jangling down the tree lined Dar-el-aman.  
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Band-i-Amir  

Bamiyan Province, Afghanistan  

 
Wasn’t it east of the Christian walled city  
you built my summer palace?  
Yes, there surrounded by a grove of locust trees  
I recall peacocks in the scented shade. Those days,  
we ate sweet melon and shamelessly ran naked  
along the top of the sunbaked barricade.  
Do you remember meeting in the dark  
center stairwell? You held me close  
and I was imprisoned beyond the bluest depths  
of Band-i-Amir in your eyes.  
 
Now, your son is grown, handmaidens push aside  
the dusty brocade of my sleeping chamber  
and prepare perfumed water for one.  
They henna my feet and fingertips, then sprinkle  
my hair with attar of roses.  
We watch at the casement for a sign,  
but see only donkeys prodded into the fields  
and approaching Hindu merchants.  
From their marvelous goatskins pour  
ribbons, silver needles, vials of pressed petals,  
bolts of Shanghai silk— but never a word, my Lord, of you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


